THE POST-CRISIS AND ITS CRITICS

David Zaring*

Many observers believe that the government has not done enough to regulate the financial system.1 In this essay, I consider — and reject — the claims of those who believe the government has done too much. Three post-crisis government interventions in the marketplace exemplify, I think, the way the public sector has involved itself in the private sector during the aftermath of the bailout passed by Congress at the heart of the crisis. Some view these sorts of interventions as a threat to capitalism and even as a threat to freedom itself.2 They worry that the government has started to erase the distinction between public and private in finance, and argue that any continuing intervention in the sector is prone to mismanagement and politicization.3 The question I will address here is: are they right to worry?
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2. I would have expected to be discussing a fourth government intervention that usually marks financial crises, but that has not yet marked this one. This is a threat to freedom—particularly the freedom of the executives of crisis firms. It is the threat of criminal prosecution, and it is the shoe that has not dropped in the aftermath of the current financial crisis. People go to jail after financial crises, even though it is hardly obvious that the singling out of a few executives for jail time is the right way to police business mismanagement. Christine Hurt, The Undercivilization of Corporate Law, 33 J. CORP. L. 361 (2008). The Federal Home Loan Bank Board (FHLBB)—today’s Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS)—referred 11,000 cases to the Department of Justice (DOJ) in 1987 and 1988. By 1992, there had been 1,000 convictions, and a reported conviction rate of 91%. The Government Accountability Office (GAO) concluded that, of the 26 largest thrift failures, 60% had been marred by “serious criminal activity.” The Resolution Trust Corporation (RTC) said criminal fraud was a significant contributor to the failure of 33% of its institutions. Kitty Calavita et al., Big Money Crime: Fraud and Politics in the Saving and Loan Crisis 29 (1997). Yet, during this crisis, the executives of collapsed institutions have not yet been indicted for the most part. Two BSC fund managers heavily invested in subprime were recently acquitted. And while, in light of the many ongoing investigations, it is likely that there will be prosecutions of crisis firms, it appears that this crisis will be unlike prior ones with regard to the number of executives who are prosecuted.

3. Some economists seem particularly skeptical of almost any government intervention in the marketplace, particularly those made during and before the financial crisis. For the views of four such economists from the University of Chicago (Gary Becker, Kevin Murphy, Anil Kashyup, and Steve Kaplan), the Booth School has a useful podcast.
My answer is no. I will not attempt to resolve whether the bailout “worked” in this article, or attempt to justify public interventions in private markets using bailouts — that would be a tall order. The bailout did stabilize plummeting financial markets, even if it did so at high pecuniary and other costs, but I take this initial government intervention as a given, one that affected the markets, and am particularly interested in the slow, rather than rapid, retreat from market intervention that has happened since.

The bailout has led to continuing government oversight over the recipients of the funds. The ongoing presence of government in the business sector blurs the public-private distinction and evidences the government’s role in business practices in which, as recently as 2007, it would not have dreamed of overseeing. But the regulators did not ask for the roles they were given in the aftermath of the collapse of the financial markets. And as the government’s crisis response matures, its market interventions have begun to look more and more prosaic. In fact, the government has acted as any other investor might in some cases, while in others it is doing things to the financial system that it has done many times before — and that investors expect the government to do. The government’s post-crisis roles as private equity manager and insolvency cleanup specialist are the sorts of tasks that we want it to take on, at least in extraordinary times — and they are essentially the same sort of services that we would expect of vulture funds and cramdown specialists in the private sector to provide were the intervention not to have happened.

Before detailing the reasons for sanguinity about the government’s post-crisis participation in the capital markets, it is worth recognizing that there were reasons to worry about it before it took shape. The government practiced creative administrative procedure in the depths of the crisis, which, though perhaps not unlawful, undoubtedly was an example of how far regulators can push their legislative mandates.


5. The risks of moral hazard associated with bailouts, for example, have long been chewed over. See infra note 14 (discussing such risks after bailouts).

6. Steven M. Davidoff & David Zaring, Regulation by Deal: The Government's
Emergency Economic Stabilization Act (EESA) steps taken by the government during the financial crisis — a forced sale of Bear Stearns, the opening of the Fed’s discount window to investment banks and eventually AIG, the creation on the fly of a money market fund (MMF) insurance program by the Treasury, not to mention a number of unprecedented asset guarantee programs — were justified by stretched and creative interpretations of often broad Great Depression-era statutes, and by a turn to deals and to the Federal Reserve’s ability to print money when the statutes would not serve. By relying on the Federal Reserve and the Treasury Department, the government turned to two agencies that have never been immersed in the world of administrative procedure. These agencies frequently do not follow the usual practice of notice and comment, do not often get sued by regulated industries, and have a relationship with the Federal Register, the Office of Management and Budget, and the D.C. Circuit that must make them the envy of the more closely supervised Environmental Protection Agency and Securities and Exchange Commission.

The pre-legislation action by these agencies was innovative and unprecedented, both in procedure and substance — and lawyers tend to worry when agencies throw out the rulebook, as Treasury and the Fed did in the early stages of the financial crisis. The passage of more comprehensive legislation hardly allayed concerns about radical intervention in the economy. To be sure, the comprehensive bailout, or TARP, was authorized by Congress, which softened the legitimacy problems posed by prior emergency measures promulgated by


davidoff & zaring, supra note 6 (discussing the government’s response to the financial crisis).


10. so do economists. see viral acharya, david backus, & raghu sundaram, government money should have strings attached, financial times, jan. 6, 2009, http://blogs.ft.com/economistsforum/2009/01/government-money-should-have-strings-attached/ (observing and criticizing that “[t]here is a tendency in a crisis to throw out the rulebook: we are in a unique situation, some will say, and that calls for unique measures”).
unaccountable bureaucrats and applied to AIG, Bear Stearns, and the MMFs. But the TARP was also a massive and unprecedented economic intervention that delegated astonishing amounts of cash and authority to the Secretary of the Treasury. Gary Lawson has concluded that the government’s response to the financial crisis was unconstitutionally unmoored from Congressional instruction. J.W. Verret has argued that the Treasury Department’s interventions in the economy are alarming on a variety of policy grounds.

And finally, it is worth noting — though it has not been proven in this case, I think — that turning an economic crisis into something that turns on government intervention creates its own degree of uncertainty, not to mention undesirable incentives for business. The moral hazard problems have been explored in great detail by a number of scholars. And John Taylor has argued that uncertainty about what the government was going to do with regard to a bailout was the cause of the collapse in the stock market in the fall of 2008, rather than market events such as the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy.

In sum, if lawyers get paid to worry, there are plenty of reasons to worry about government intrusions in the marketplace once the markets stabilized, coming as they have on the heels of an intervention that to looked creative at best, and, to free market purists, terribly uncertain. But in this case, it is easy to worry too much, and far too many observers have

been doing exactly that.\textsuperscript{16} To understand why I have more equanimity than some about the ongoing oversight, I would like to look at three of the most dramatic ways that the government has been intervening in business, and explain why things are not quite as bad as some fear. The record has important implications for public choice and other skeptical theories of regulation. Rather than reflexively critiquing every government intervention in the market, if government organizations look like other market participants and organizations – like financial intermediaries, venture capital funds, and the like – then the case for concern is much less serious.

To support this inference, we must take the worst (while nonetheless exemplary) cases, and carefully consider whether they represent overweening government intervention in private ordering. I first consider the government’s regulation of executive compensation, in particular the executive compensation rules imposed by Kenneth Feinberg, the so-called “TARP Compensation Czar.”\textsuperscript{17} Second, I consider the investment management practiced by the government of its stakes in bailed out firms. In particular, I examine the stakes it has been willing to sell back to firms, but that it has not given up as quickly as it possibly could. Finally, I consider the slightly different exercise of government power posed by resolution authority, under which the government seizes, with very little process, banks or thrifts that it deems to be insolvent. None of my reviews of these actions are meant to be comprehensive. For the purposes of this article, the goal is not only to understand what the government did, but also to understand why it fails to represent a blow to the heart of capitalism.

\section{I. Executive Compensation}

Some have argued that the government should regulate banker pay,\textsuperscript{18}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{16} See Posting of David Zaring to The Conglomerate, It’s The Market Too, Buddy, http://www.theconglomerate.org/2009/12/dont-forget-the-market-failures-that-caused-the-financial-crisis.html (Dec. 3, 2009) (noting that much of the financial crisis commentary has focused on identifying the ways that the government policy precipitated each and every one of the problems).
  \item \textsuperscript{18} See Lucian A. Bebchuk & Holger Spamann, Regulating Bankers’ Pay, 98 Geo. L.J. 247, 250-51 (2010) (discussing how pay regulation can complement and reinforce the
but many others view the public oversight of private compensation arrangements as very problematic. Compensation is a relationship between parties that have every incentive to press their interests. Should we be in the business of regulating executive compensation, and if so, exactly what sort of salaries or paydays should we intervene in? And so on.

The government has not regulated executive compensation at private firms much in the past; after the bailout it has done so for the largest recipients of TARP funds. But it has done so by asking Kenneth Feinberg, dubbed the so-called “TARP Compensation Czar” and a respected Washington lawyer, to examine the pay packages of senior executives of those companies that received extraordinary assistance from the government. Feinberg engaged in a lengthy, executive-by-executive negotiated process to set compensation at these companies. Although the precise details of specific compensation packages are not easy to come by, the broad outlines have been widely publicized. The Feinberg process cut cash compensation for executives at affected firms, on average by 50%, and generally resulted in an average cash compensation of not more than $500,000 per executive — a substantial payday, but less than many of the traditional forms of financial regulation).


affected were used to getting. Feinberg also eliminated many of the perks that corporate executives enjoy, such as corporate jet travel and country club memberships. However, he often permitted deferred stock compensation in excess of cash, which, of course, raised salaries commensurately.

Perhaps even more portentously, the Fed has announced that it would also review compensation practices at institutions that it regulated—a potentially very broad commitment indeed, given that the Fed supervises the largest and most important banks through its oversight of holding companies. But while a Pay Czar and Federal Reserve review might look like a striking post-crisis intervention in free employment markets, there is less to the Feinberg pay regulation than meets the eye, while the Fed’s efforts have been cautious indeed.

As of this writing, it is too soon to know what the Fed will do, or indeed, whether it will do anything. It is also important to remember what the TARP pay oversight was not. The TARP Pay Czar process was set up not to try to pass definitive rules about bonuses, but to delegate the making of particularized bonus determinations to a part-time mediator for a brief job that would be eliminated once the TARP recipients paid back their money. The ostensible reason for this delegation laid in the care that had to be taken when regulating executive compensation. The Pay Czar could tailor specific compensation plans to the specific business plans of the government charges.


23. Id.; see also Stephen Labaton, U.S. Will Order Pay Cuts At Firms With Bailout Aid, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 22, 2009, at A1, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2009/10/22/business/22pay.html?_r=3&hp (discussing how Feinberg’s plan places tight limits on pay and perks, as well as changes the form of pay to align the personal interests of executives with the longer-term financial health of the companies).


He might take a different approach to Citibank executives, who were arguably expected to participate in the sort of lending that could help bring the country out of an economic crisis.

But that justification for particularized pay packages is not at all inconsistent with the possibility that the government was not that interested in making broad and general statements about appropriate executive compensation. By delegating the compensation question to Feinberg, the government made it possible for executives at most bailed out institutions to receive paydays that were not incommensurate with the paydays they were getting before they needed government assistance, only with deferred stock in the place of cash, and with far fewer perks.

I also find perk regulation to be modest regulation indeed. It has always been politically popular to go after country club memberships, limousines or company cars, and so on, and the TARP Pay Czar did all those things. But of course, the regulation of perks for certain executives probably amounted to something in the low millions of dollars worth of government oversight—a modest regulatory imposition, though it certainly sounded good in newspaper headlines.27

Moreover, the focus of the compensation limits was to change cash compensation to deferred stock compensation. Again, this is hardly command and control compensation regulation; it leaves the level of compensation up to the company, but regulates the type of pay executives receive, at least as practiced in the bailout. Moreover, deferred stock is a method of payment beloved by many economists because it aligns the short-term incentives of executives and workers at firms with the longer-term incentives of the shareholders who own the firms.28 Investment banks have increasingly implemented deferred compensation arrangements for their own executives.29

Finally, it is also worth remembering that the TARP Czar's compensation only applied to seven recipients of particularly extraordinary government largesse, including AIG, Citigroup, Bank of America,

Chrysler, GM, GMAC, and Chrysler Financial. Thus, regardless of the drama surrounding the idea of the government regulating executive compensation, only a few firms have ever had to deal with it, and then only on a one-time basis for as long as they remain under government supervision. Two of these seven firms, Citigroup and Bank of America, were the first to get out of government supervision, while the rest have been following as fast as they can.

Executive compensation regulation so far has proceeded by model, rather than by fiat. The government has hoped that its approach might inspire financial intermediaries to take similar approaches to the way that they compensate their own executives. Regulation by model is a modest way of enacting compensation regulation, and whether one concludes that it is a good or bad thing, it’s voluntariness makes it difficult to conclude that it is an overweening thing.

In sum, the government’s executive compensation regulation after the financial crisis has been of a sort that most principal-agent theorists endorse (and that investment banks themselves practice), that affected very few financial intermediaries, and that is short in duration. It is a light touch example of government regulation that neither looks severe, broad, nor even a very bad idea.

II. INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT BY GOVERNMENT SUPERVISORS

After appropriating money for a systematic bailout, the government took stock in a number of financial and auto companies. It has not divested its holdings as fast as it possibly could. There are a number of essentially nationalized firms that would have failed during the crisis had it not been for an injection of government funds—either in the form of debt guarantees or equity. These firms included Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, AIG, Chrysler,


32. See Regulating Executive Compensation Podcast, supra note 26 (discussing actions of TARP Pay Czar).

33. Richard Squire, Shareholder Opportunism in a World of Risky Debt, 123 HARV. L. REV. 1151, 1201 (2010) (“Although the pay czar has formal jurisdiction over only a handful of bailout recipients such as AIG and General Motors, the Obama Administration has expressed a hope that other firms will treat his approach as a “best practice” that they too should follow.”).
and General Motors.  The government has made it clear that its ownership stake in these and other firms may last for years, not months.

Moreover, although many of the largest banks have already repaid their TARP funds, many other smaller institutions continue to retain their government investments, which took a form between debt and equity, and included preferred stock. The banking sector bounced back quickly in 2009; why does had the government continued to hold shares in these intermediaries after that year has ended?

This has always been a country in which there are very few nationalized government industries or institutions. There has been a fear that politics could play a role in the decisions made by partly nationalized auto companies, insurance companies, and mortgage guarantors. Moreover, there has been some evidence in the past that there may be some reason to worry that Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, for example, may have made some of the lending decisions they made because they were strongly encouraged to do so by Congress. Government ownership of these companies could, in theory, make the politicization of resource allocation hard to resist.

Should we worry about this government imposition into the private sector? I am sanguine. There has not been much evidence that the government has been politicizing its ownership of financial institutions.


35. ProPublica, Eye on the Bailout, Bailout Timeline: Another Day, Another Bailout, http://bailout.propublica.org/main/timeline/index (last visited May 9, 2010) (tracking the disbursement and payment of bailouts on a daily basis). Preferred stock, because it has a claim on the assets of the firm ahead of common stock, but is not precisely identical to a bond or a loan, occupies a nebulous position between debt and equity. Anthony P. Polito, A Modest Proposal Regarding Debt-Like Preferred Stock, 20 VA. TAX REV. 291, 292-93 (2000) (“Preferred stock, it goes without saying, rests at some intermediate point between corporate debt and common stock along the spectrum of corporate financing. Common stock represents the ‘real’ equity of a corporation, whereas preferred stock typically lacks many of the indicia of paradigmatic equity (lacking both voting rights and unlimited potential for gain, but having dividend and liquidation preferences)


37. The auto companies may be somewhat different; for example, the government has replaced one CEO of GM. See Mike Allen & Josh Gerstein, GM CEO Resigns at Obama's Behest, POLITICO, Mar. 29, 2009, http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0309/20625.html. But it may not be so different; for example, the administration has not expressly interfered with the business plans of GM and Chrysler, and the President said that he has better things to do than run auto companies. Posting of Brian Montopoli to Political Hotsheet, Obama: We Don't Want To Run GM,
Regarding financial intermediaries, the government has urged banks to lend, but when they have not done so, it has not conditioned TARP repayments, tried to vote its stock, or participated in the management of the companies in order to encourage lending. There is no sign that the government has instructed the automakers to sell particular cars, or instructed AIG on which units it should divest.

Instead, I suspect the model for how the government has managed its new investments is at least no different from, and possibly more modest than that of other private investors. We might even expect a private equity vulture investor to interfere more in the management of a desperate company in which it has taken a saving stake.38 Indeed, many of the things the government can do by regulation, investors can do by contract. Investors can — and often do — change the way the executives of the firm are compensated, for example, more strictly than has the government. They might order the sale of lines of businesses (the government apparently has not), loot the company by ordering large dividend or debt repayments (again, no evidence of this), and so on.

Thus, one question is whether we ought to worry so much about what the government might do, given that the private sector is not so constricted. Private investors sometimes drive hard bargains, and exercise life or death power over distressed businesses that are in no position to cavil. If we permit that kind of intervention to happen in the private sector, the question is whether we should treat the government, when it invests, any differently.

Furthermore, to the extent the government has generally acted as a silent partner even while retaining its stake longer than strictly necessary, it has followed the playbook that sensible private investors might employ in order to maximize their return. Fire sales are not usually sales at the best price. Nor is the fact that the government has not exited immediately anything new in the history of its oversight of insolvent institutions. The FDIC has often held on longer than absolutely necessary to stakes in banks it takes over.39 Given the modesty of supervision by the government-as-investors, and the precedent offered by government investments in failing financial intermediaries in the past through the FDIC, it is difficult to conclude that the lingering aftermath of the bailout should strike us as particularly troubling.


III. RESOLUTION AUTHORITY

“Resolution authority” is the polite term for seizing failing banks and thrifts, and either shutting them down or selling them off for the best possible price. Either way, when the government resolves a financial institution, it essentially nationalizes it, but in ways that the depositors rarely notice—at least not immediately. Banks tend to fail on Fridays and on Monday are open under new management, usually with new signs on the door and with the same old depositors in the books, entirely intact. During the financial crisis, hundreds of banks and thrifts failed in this way, and were then subjected to the tender care of the FDIC.

In Europe, the prospect of resolution authority is something that people worry about. They ask, as we might ask: what if the government seizes a bank that actually has some going concern value, wipes out the shareholders, pays them nothing, and does so on a whim, without any process? What kind of remedies and controls should we exercise over the government before it does so?

There were very few controls over some of the resolutions that happened during the crisis. In addition to the FDIC seizures, the government also employed a sort of cajoling “wink and nudge” resolution authority by forcing sales of a number of institutions (notably Wachovia and Bear Stearns) without bothering to go through the limited administrative process required before seizing them. In the case of Bear Stearns, the forced sale came at a very low share price, essentially wiping out the shareholders. So the European worry about uncontrolled resolution authority might seem to be a pertinent one.

Resolution authority is, indeed, a strong government power, exercised broadly and widely during the crisis. And it can be improved. But even
without reform, is resolution authority a sign that the government is unwilling to let private markets work? It is not without precedent. The FDIC and state banking regulators have been closing insolvent institutions for years, and the constitutionality of resolution authority has been upheld time and again. Moreover, the ability of the government to swoop in and seize an insolvent institution is not the end of the story. For example, the government both resolved and bailed out Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, zeroing out their shareholders, but paying their creditors 100 cents on the dollar—in that case, the nationalization treated some stakeholders very well. Moreover, private sector insolvencies are hardly immune from fast and brutal workouts and cramdowns.

Moreover, resolutions authority’s long pedigree is due to the sense that it is the flip side of a good deal for private investors. One of the reasons why banks and thrifts (and their stocks) have done so well over the last few years is because they have federal deposit insurance. When investors take shares in banks or thrifts, they not only get cheap money in the form of the depositor’s note, they have the protection of the FDIC, which makes it even cheaper. It is not unreasonable then that the advantages of owning an institution like a bank or a thrift should come with some costs. After all, this is a regulated industry, and one of those costs is that the owner must to submit to the possibility of resolution authority.

In addition, while resolution authority is a dramatic government action, the government rarely uses it outside of financial crises, so it is not as if there has been any tradition of government nationalization run amok. While hundreds of institutions have been resolved during the past several decades, the vast majority of these occurred during the savings and loan crisis of the 1980’s, or during the present crisis. In between the end of the
savings and loan crisis in 1992 and the peak of the current crisis in 2008 however, the federal government used its authority almost never.\textsuperscript{51} In short, while resolution authority is real government intervention in the private marketplace, there is no worrisome trend, it arguably constitutes a fair bargain for investors in a regulated industry when paired with deposit insurance, and making it better is attainable, as I argue elsewhere.\textsuperscript{52}

IV. CONCLUSION

I have attempted to present the “worst,” albeit real and emblematic, cases of public involvement in the private sector after the bailout. If you do not recoil at these interventions, you may safely assume that post-bailout government — where it is extricating itself from the financial sector slowly, where it is cautiously and minimally regulating executive compensation by example, and where at some points it is swooping in and seizing institutions that it deems to be insolvent—is not an example of a death of capitalism or even an example of the inefficiency of regulation. Indeed, I think an alternative approach by the government might look more inefficient. It would be inefficient for the government to sell its stakes in these financial institutions at the first opportunity. The fast bankruptcies offered by resolution authority are efficient ways to resolve financial institutions as quickly as possible and with relatively little inconvenience to the contagion-prone financial sector; counterparties and correlated intermediaries would prefer a government with resolution power to one with only recourse to clumsy bankruptcy.\textsuperscript{53} Moreover, few firms are unfamiliar with the concept of a workout or a cramdown. While executive compensation regulation is potentially serious, what the government has implemented — largely tailored packages of deferred stock designed to lead by example — is the kind of thing that banks, investment banks, and private equity firms increasingly do themselves,\textsuperscript{54} and is both modest and

\textsuperscript{51} Id. The government has tended to fail institutions when times are bad, such as in the 1980s and during the current financial crisis, but not when they are good; the agency’s resolution authority bureau all but closed up shop between 1995 and 2005, in two of those years failing no institutions at all, and over the decade failing fewer than it did in the year 1993 alone. For a list of resolutions done by the FDIC over the past thirty years, see Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, Failures and Assistance Transactions, http://www2.fdic.gov/hsob/HSOBSummaryRpt.asp?BegYear=2010&EndYear=1980&State =1 (last visited Feb. 7, 2010).

\textsuperscript{52} Zaring, supra note 46.

\textsuperscript{53} Zaring, supra note 46.

perceived to be a useful (and even efficient) method for control and incentivization of corporate executives.55

One way to think about government interventions in the post-crisis financial markets is to ask: what would private investors do? Would they wait to sell quickly? Are they willing to embrace the possibility of a cramdown? Do they want to align the incentives of management with their own longer-term incentives? I think the answer to all of these questions is yes. The difference between those investors and the kinds of investment and other involvements by the government in financial institutions can easily be overstated. It has never been clear whether government bureaucrats are so different than large corporate bureaucrats, in both their daily incentives (such as promotion and the ability to go home at a reasonable hour), and in the lives they lead as organizational people. There is an old saw that Washington is Hollywood for ugly people.56 If that is true, then perhaps we should not worry if government officials act the way that private businesses – such as Hollywood – might in their only somewhat new engaged role in the financial sector.

55. John C. Coffee, Jr., Shareholders Versus Managers: The Strain In The Corporate Web, 85 Mich. L. Rev. 1, 75 (1986) (“[T]he use of deferred compensation reduces the incentive for the manager to shirk or consume excessive perquisites and makes it possible to factor into the amount of compensation information not currently available (such as the eventual success or failure of a long-term research or marketing project.”).